Human Capital
Management Platform
Redefining + Simplifying HCM

SyncHR’s patented, cloud-based technology is redefining and simplifying HCM for mid-market companies (500-5000
employees). It provides critical advantages not found in traditional systems by automating HR, benefits, and payroll processes,
balancing the distribution of work, and centralizing data to ensure accuracy at all times. The breadth and depth of automation
SyncHR delivers is unparalleled and ushers in new levels of innovation not seen before. The seamless SyncHR Oracle+NetSuite
integration enables staff, managers, and administrators to manage HR, benefits & payroll from one platform.

Enterprise-Class HCM Platform for Finance
Lower total cost of ownership. Increased data accuracy. Better business intelligence.
Trust in the accuracy of your data since it is easily
updated and accessible in real-time via a single
core system of record.

Lower compliance risk (e.g. FLSA) through unparalleled
automation of complex calculations – update your data
and SyncHR handles all of the calculations.

Increase workforce visibility and measurement
by tracking and reporting true ‘budget to actual’
headcount.

Gain time savings, improve accuracy and insight into
your labor costs through our self-balanced subledger, summarization, and seamless integration to
your general ledger.

Experience a truly simplified payroll process within
one platform, via next generation automation, and
retroactive calculations and processing.

Make well-informed business decisions with enhanced
intelligence from robust reporting and analytics—
point-in-time reporting, ad hoc, standard, custom.

Achieve greater financial transparency with easily
accessible, comprehensive payroll details and
summaries.

Achieve lower total cost of ownership (TCO) with
significant time savings, greater efficiency, and
uncompromised data integrity from unparalleled
automation and patented, cloud-based technology.

Enterprise-Class HCM Platform
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Seeing is Believing
Increase workforce visibility and achieve
greater financial transparency & efficiency:
Sync Organizational Structures
Push Employee Data Changes
One-click GL Posting
Built-in Self-Balancing Subledger
Streamlined Account Summarization
Drill through to Employee Level Detail
Better Intelligence through Report Analytics
And More…

“

SyncHR has enhanced our employee experience with payroll and benefits, and has provided
everyone easy access to the important information they need when they need it. As managers
and executives, it allows us to move away from being task oriented to focus more on the business
and the strategic value of our roles. The seamless integration with NetSuite has also been a key
value add for us.”

- Manager - Finance, SyncHR Customer

Why SyncHR
Unparalleled Automation
Person & Position Autonomy
Non-Linear Payroll Processing
Mid-Market Focus (500-5000 EEs)
90-day Implementation
Industry-Tailored

One platform. One dataset. One less thing to stress you out.
Visit www.synchr.com for more information or to schedule a free consultation.

